The problem of microword length minimization is crucial to the synthesis of microprogrammed controllers in digital systems. Unfortunately, this problem is NP-hard. Although various enumerative and heuristic methods have been developed, usually they cannot provide fast and e cient solutions to a large size problem. In this paper, we rst formulate the problem into a graph partitioning problem. An e cient graph partitioning algorithm was developed that works by recursively extracting large size cliques from the graph. Furthermore, we employ a local search approach t o reduce the microword length. This has resulted in an e cient algorithm that outperforms any existing technique available to solve the problem. We h a ve tested our algorithm with practical microcodes. We compare our experimental results with other existing methods.
Introduction
The optimization of microword length is vital to microprogrammed controller design in a digital system. A microprogram can be stored in control memory by assigning the microoperations to memory word bits. The size of the control memory is determined by the length of the microword it stores. Any reduction in the microword length would reduce the control memory's silicon area and increase the system's real-time performance. Thus, microword length reduction techniques have been widely used in most existing automated synthesis systems, e.g., CMU-DA 27 , MIMOLA 41 , AUDES 38 , and IDEAS 23 .
Some complex instruction set computers CISC have long microword lengths. For example, the Nanodata QM-1 computer has a 360 bit nanowo r d a n d a 1 6 b i t m i c r o word, the IBM-370 3033-S system has a 122 bit microword, and the Digital VAX 11-780 machine has a 98 bit microword. The increasing number of microoperations per instruction stretches the control memory's size to its limits. In certain advanced computer architecture designs, such a s a v ery long instruction word VLIW architecture, designers are now p a c king many microoperations into a single instruction.
There are basically two methods to encode microoperations into a control memory. One method, known as direct control 8 , assigns one bit of memory word to each microoperation. This scheme provides maximum exibility and concurrency, but leads to prohibitively large microword lengths for any reasonably sized microcode. If implemented directly, the microinstructions of some modern CPUs would require hundreds of bits, which is certainly unacceptable. Another method, known as minimal encoding 8 , employs dlog 2 ne bits to encode n microoperations. This scheme minimizes wordlength at the expense of speed and additional decoding logic. It provides no exibility t o accommodate microcode changes.
The above t wo methods are two extremes of a wide spectrum of trade-o s between the microword length and the performance. An intermediate encoding scheme can be used to minimize the microword length without a ecting the maximal concurrency 26 . Such a s c heme partitions the microoperations into groups such that no more than one microoperation in each group is active a t any given time. Then the microoperations in a single group can be encoded together. Such a group of microoperations de nes a eld. A separate decoder is required for each eld and critical control operations are ideally associated with small decoders. This encoding scheme provides a compromise between exibility and the minimal wordlength.
The problem of microword length minimization is NP-hard 32 . An optimum solution obtained by e n umerative procedures cannot be justi ed at the expense of exponential time complexity 1, 3, 7, 10, 19, 33 . Thus, most automated control unit synthesis systems use e cient heuristic procedures to nd a near-optimal solution 23, 26, 27, 38, 41 . Many attempts have been made in this direction 4, 6, 11, 17, 25, 28, 30, 38 . In this paper, we present an e cient heuristic algorithm for microword length minimization. We rst formulate the problem as a graph partitioning problem. An e cient graph partitioning algorithm is developed that works by recursively extracting large size cliques from the graph. Furthermore, we employ a local search approach to reduce the microword length. Our technique outperforms the previous best known algorithm 17 . The execution time of our algorithm is fairly independent of the parallelism in the microoperations. Our experiments were performed using practical microcodes and the results were compared with Hong et al.'s algorithm 17 , Nagle et al.'s algorithm 27 and Baer et al.'s algorithm 4 . We also present experimental results with IBM-360 model-50 18 and PDP-9 20 microcodes. To assess the robustness and asymptotic behavior of our algorithm, the performance of our algorithm on large size random graphs is presented. Experiment results indicate that our approach i s m uch faster than all previous enumerative and heuristic procedures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we brie y review previous work in the area. We formulate the microword length minimization problem in a graph model in Section 3. In Section 4, an algorithm for microword length minimization is described and the time complexity of the algorithm is analyzed. Experimental results are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper. Schwartz 33 proposed an enumerative algorithm which partitions the microoperations int o a m i nimal number of disjoint groups. He did not give a solution to the problem of microword length minimization. Grasselli and Montanari 10 reformulated Schwartz's model in the framework of switching theory and used a covering table to optimize microword length 9 . In their approach, even for moderate size microcodes, the number of prime implicants becomes unacceptably large. Jayasri and Basu proposed linear programming approach 1 9 . Baer and Koyama gave a branch and bound algorithm 4 . These techniques yield optimal solutions but su er from exponential execution time. Mathalangan and Biswas 6, 25 utilized a bit steering technique to minimize the microword length. Nagle et al. 27 used an e cient heuristic in an autonomous weight algorithm. In the following section, we de ne the microword length minimization problem and formulate it as a graph partitioning problem.
Previous Work

Problem Formulation
The microcode of a microprogrammed controller processor consists of a sequence of microinstructions 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; M , where each microinstruction is a set of microoperations O 1 ; O 2 ; : : : ; O i . The set of microoperations in each microinstruction is con ict free in resource accessing. Thus, two microoperations O i and O j in a single instruction are executed concurrently and should not be encoded together. These microoperations are pairwise incompatible. T w o microoperations are grouped together if they do not appear together in any microinstruction. Such a pair of microoperations is compatible. A compatibility class is a set of microoperations that are pairwise compatible and can be encoded together.
Let fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C N g be a set of compatibility classes for a given set of microinstructions such that each microoperation appears in only one of the compatibility classes. Thus, these compatibility classes are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. Let jC i j be the number of microoperations in a compatibility class C i . We can encode the compatibility c l a s s C i into a single eld with dlog 2 jC i j + 1 e bits, where one is added to account for the NO-OP condition i.e., none of the De nition 1 Given a set of microinstructions, the microword length minimization problem is to partition the set of microoperations into a collection of compatibility classes fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C N g, such that the microword length L is minimum.
If we u s e a compatibility graph to represent the microoperations and the compatibility relationships, then we can formulate the above optimization problem in terms of graph theoretic descriptions. A microoperation O i corresponds to node i in the graph. Two nodes i and j are connected by an undirected arc if the corresponding microoperations O i and O j are compatible. A compatibility class is a complete subgraph such that all its nodes are connected to each other, i.e., they are pairwise compatible. De nition 2 The microword length minimization problem is equivalent to nding a partitioning of the compatibility graph into N disjoint compatibility classes fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C N g such that the cost function L is minimum.
Throughout this paper, let:
GV;E be the compatibility graph, V be the set of nodes in GV;E, jV j = n, E be the set of edges in GV;E, C i be a compatibility class, jC i j be the number of nodes in C i , N be the number of compatibility classes, and D be the density 1 of GV;E.
In the following discussion, we describe an e cient algorithm that minimizes the microword length L of the given microcode.
A Heuristic Optimization Algorithm
Most techniques proposed for solving the microword length minimization problem build a search space by deriving all the maximal complete subgraphs, i.e., maximal compatibles, in the compatibility graph 4, 7, 10, 28, 19, 33 . The problem of extracting a maximal complete subgraph from an arbitrary undirected graph is known as the maximal clique problem. This problem was one of the rst problems to be proved NP-complete 2 . A number of heuristics have b e e n d e v eloped to solve the problem. Hong et al. 17 employed Kernighan-Lin's graph partitioning algorithm to obtain maximal cliques 22 . Their approach partitions the compatibility graph by recursively extracting a maximal clique, and removing it from the graph. The process is repeated until no nodes are left in the graph. It is known that the quality of the graph partitioning solutions obtained by Kernighan-Lin's algorithm varies widely depending on the initial random partitioning 24 . It was observed that Hong et al.'s approach did not yield a good initial disjoint partitioning Appendix A. In addition, it is di cult to nd a maximal clique for dense graphs.
In our experience, a maximal clique algorithm that partitions a graph into the minimum number of groups does not seem to be the best way t o s o l v e the microword length minimization problem. Our goal is to minimize the cost function L Equation 1. It is costly to generate a maximal clique. The absolute maximality of the clique sizes derived from the compatibility graph does not necessarily contribute to a good practical solution.
In the next two sections, we describe an e cient algorithm which consists of two parts: an algorithm for initial graph partitioning Section 4.1 and a local search algorithm for cost minimization Section 4.2. We analyze the computational complexity of the algorithm in Section 4.3.
A F ast Algorithm for Initial Graph Partitioning
A fast algorithm for initial graph partitioning, initial graph partitioning, i s s h o wn in Figure 2 . The graph partitions obtained with this algorithm may not be maximal, but they are a good starting point for the succeeding local search procedure. The procedure takes the compatibility graph GV;E as input and gives an initial partitioning of the compatibility graph GV;E, i.e., N disjoint compatibility classes fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C N g that cover the graph.
The algorithm initially selects a seed node and deletes all the nodes from vertex set V that are not connected to the seed node. This produces a compatibility subgraph. Then, another seed node is selected from the remaining nodes in the vertex set and the same deletion procedure is repeated. This step is repeated until all the nodes remaining in the vertex set form a complete subgraph. This procedure is called growing a clique from a seed." The order in which the seed nodes are selected a ects the cliques extracted. Thus, this algorithm is non-deterministic and depends on the ordering of nodes in the input compatibility graph. A clique is grown from each node of the graph GV;E and the clique having a maximum number of nodes forms the rst compatibility class C 1 . The nodes belonging to C 1 and the corresponding arcs are then removed from the compatibility graph. This guarantees that the compatibility classes are disjoint. The process of growing the cliques, deriving the compatibility classes and removing them from the compatibility graph is repeated until V is empty. This guarantees that the set of compatibility classes fC 1 The algorithm employs a weighted heuristic which generates a good initial graph partitioning for the succeeding local search algorithm. If two cliques of the same size are grown from two di erent seed nodes, the heuristic, statement else if in Figure 2 selects the clique with a higher weight. Thus, compared to another clique of the same size, the chosen clique a compatibility class consists of nodes that are compatible with more number of nodes in the graph.
The procedure initial_graph_partitioning generates a set of disjoint compatibility classes. For example, if we apply the procedure to the microcode example shown in Figure 1 , we obtain a possible solution with the following four compatibility classes : Since the number of bits required to encode a compatibility class C i having jC i j nodes is dlog 2 jC i j + 1 e, the number of bits required to encode C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 are 3, 2, 2, and 1, respectively. T h us, the initial cost L after initial graph partitioning is : L = 3 + 2 + 2 + 1 = 8 . T h e initial cost L will be reduced by the local search algorithm described below.
An E cient Local Search Algorithm for Cost Minimization
Local search w as one of the early techniques proposed during the mid-sixties to cope with the overwhelming computational intractability of NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems. Given a minimization maximization problem with object function f and feasible region F, a t ypical local search algorithm requires that, with each solution point x i 2 R, there is associated a prede ned neighborhood Nx i R. Note that in the areas of arti cial intelligence and operations research, a point x i in a local search framework is called a solution point even if it is not a nal solution point of the given problem. Given a current solution point x i 2 R, t h e s e t Nx i is searched for a point x i+1 with fx i+1 f x i fx i+1 f x i . If such a p o i n t exists, it becomes the new current solution point, and the process is iterated. Otherwise, x i is retained as a local optimum with respect to Nx i . Then, a set of feasible solution points is generated, and each of them is locally" improved within its neighborhood. To apply local search to a particular problem, one needs to specify only the neighborhood structure and the randomized procedure for obtaining a feasible starting solution point 12, 13, 14, 15, 34, 36 . A local search algorithm is used to reduce the number of bits required to encode a compatibility class. We rst describe the basic ideas behind the local search algorithm using the microcode example given in Figure 1 .
In Section 4.1, procedure initial_graph_partitioning generates four compatibility classes for the compatibility graph shown in Figure 1 . Compatibility class C 1 has 4 nodes. Compatibility classes C 2 , C 3 and C 4 have 3 nodes, 2 nodes, and 1 node, respectively. I f w e c a n m o ve a node from C 1 to C 3 , then the cost of encoding C 1 will be reduced by one, whereas the cost of encoding C 3 will remain the same. This movement will reduce the cost L from 8 to 7. When moving a node from C 1 to C 3 , w e m ust ensure that the node under consideration is compatible with all the nodes in C 3 . Else, C 3 will no longer be a compatibility class. Because node 6 in C 1 is compatible with all the nodes i.e., node 5 and node 7 in C 3 , only node 6 in C 1 is quali ed and thus it can be moved to C 3 .
De nition 4 The over ow of a compatibility class C i , over owC i , is the minimum number of nodes which must be r emoved f r om C i in order to reduce its encoding length by one. Thus, over owC i = jC i j+1 2 blog 2 jC i j+1c .
De nition 5 The under ow of a compatibility class C i , under owC i , is the maximum number of nodes which may be added t o C i without increasing its encoding length. Thus, under owC i = 2 dlog 2 jC i j+1e jC i j+1.
In the microcode example shown in Figure 1 , compatibility c l a s s C 1 has four nodes, over owC 1 = 4 + 1 2 blog 2 4+1c = 4+1 2 2 = 5 4 = 1 . So C 1 should give a way one node to reduce its encoding length by o n e . T h us, C 1 has an over ow of one. Compatibility class C 3 has two nodes, under owC 3 = 2 dlog 2 2+1e 2+1 = 2 2 2 + 1 = 4 3 = 1 . So it can accommodate one more node without increasing its encoding length.
A n o d e v k can be moved from compatibility class C i to C j if the following four constraints are satis ed :
Over owC i is greater than or equal to one. That is, C i needs to give a way some nodes in order to reduce its cost.
Under owC j is greater than or equal to one. That is, C j can accept some nodes without increasing its cost. Node v k in C i is compatible with all the nodes in C j .
The total under ow in the rest of the compatibility classes other than C i is greater than or equal to the over ow i n C i . That is, the movement of nodes from C i can possibly result in a cost reduction. The pseudocode of the local search algorithm, cost_minimization, i s g i v en in Figure 3 . The procedure takes compatibility graph GV;E and the initial graph partition fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C N g as inputs and produces the nal compatibility graph partitioning. It tests the above four constraints and nds nodes in the compatibility classes that can be moved to other compatibility classes. If moving the nodes reduces L, t h e n cost minimization performs the moving operation the third if in Figure 3 . The process of shu ing the nodes is stopped when there is no further reduction in cost function, L.
The local search algorithm, when applied to microcode shown in Figure 1 , reduces the initial cost L by one. The value L=7 of the cost function obtained from our algorithm turns out to be the optimal cost. The nal partitioning generated by the procedure is f0,2,3g, f1,4,8g, f5,6,7g, a n d f9g. T h us, the microword for this particular example can be encoded as four elds. These elds are: fO 0 ; O 2 ; O 3 g; fO 1 ; O 4 ; O 8 g; fO 5 ; O 6 ; O 7 g; fO 9 g.
Computational Complexity
The rst part of our algorithm, partitioning a compatibility graph into N distinct compatibility classes, dominates the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm. It accounts for 95-99 of execution time in most of the microcode examples.
The while loop in the initial graph partitioning algorithm Figure 2 is executed N times. In the ith execution of this while loop, the for loop is executed n , P i,1 j=0 jC i j times. That is, it is iterated at most On times. Each execution of this for loop extracts a clique from the compatibility g r a p h . The average case run time of the clique extraction procedure is Onlogn Appendix B. Thus, the graph partitioning algorithm has ONn 2 logn complexity. The local search algorithm requires only a fraction of total execution time. Let the while loop in local search algorithm Figure 3 be executed K times. Then time complexity of the local search algorithm is OKnN 2 . Thus, the run time of the microword length minimization algorithm is ONn 2 logn.
Experimental Results
The algorithm was implemented in C language. All the experiments were performed on SUN workstations. In Section 5.1, we present experimental results with some practical microcodes and compare them with those of the existing techniques 4, 17, 27 . In Section 5.2, we g i v e experimental results with large size examples generated from random graphs.
Results using Practical Microcodes
To compare our results with other approaches, we ran our algorithm on the examples used by Hong et al. in 17 . The results of the experiments are given in Table 1 . In Table 1 , the experiments were performed without reordereding relabeling the nodes in the compatibility graph. Although it guarantees an optimal solution, in practice it is not able to handle even moderately sized microcodes. For large microcode example ex6 h a ving 165 microoperations, the procedure could not nd a solution in 60,000 seconds and was stopped prematurely. Nagle et al.'s autonomous weight algorithm may yield a solution in less time than that of Baer et al.'s approach but it su ers from the similar drawback of exponential time complexity 27 . As is clear from Table 1 , the solutions obtained from Nagle et al.'s method are far from the optimal solutions. The non-optimality o f t h e solutions increases with the increasing number of nodes and edges.
Additional experiments were performed with IBM 360-Model 50 microcode 2 18 , PDP-9 microcode 20 , and the microcode of a 16 Bit CPU 29 . The results are given in Table 2 . As is evident from these results, compared to Hong et al.'s approach, our algorithm gives better or comparable results within a short time interval in all the cases.
Performance Measures on Random Graphs
To assess the robustness and asymptotic behavior of our algorithm, we tested our algorithm on large size random graphs having up to 1000 nodes. The random graphs are a good starting point i n evaluating the performance of microcode compaction algorithms for large instances of the problem 11 . The use of random problem instances for algorithm performance evaluation is now a standard technique in combinatorial search algorithm design 21 .
Experiments were performed on a SUN SPARC 1 + W orkstation. The results are given in Table 3 . The density of the graph varies from 25 to 90 and the number of nodes varied from 300 to 1000. Our results are compared with Hong et al.'s 17 algorithm. Due to excessive execution time, each microcode example generated from random graphs was run only once with Hong et al.'s algorithm. The results indicate that our algorithm is incomparably faster than any presently known approach. Our approach yields a nal cost of 103 bits for a graph with 700 nodes and 90 density in 112.5 seconds as compared to Hong et al.'s algorithm which gives a cost of 119 bits and requires 11,183.75 seconds. The non-optimized r esults in Table 3 were experiments that were performed without the local search procedure. Figure 4 gives the performance evaluation of our algorithm with increasing graph density f o r 100, 300, and 500 nodes in the compatibility graph. The lower slopes of curves almost horizontal indicate the independence of our algorithm to variations of graph density. I t w as observed that the execution time decreases slightly as the graph density increases, this is due to the extraction of larger cliques from dense graphs. Thus, procedure initial_graph_partitioning requires less iterations as the graph density increases. For all the cases, our algorithm yields a better solution within a very short time as compared to Hong et al.'s algorithm. We a l s o v aried the graph density, the number of nodes in the graph, and the connection topology of the graph. During ten di erent trials of the algorithm, it was observed that our algorithm is robust to di erent structures of the compatibility graph. Table 3 gives the standard deviation and the mean cost L av obtained from our algorithm for large size random graphs.
Our algorithm is an approximate algorithm. The quality of the solutions produced by our algorithm should be considered. Due to unacceptable time required to compute an optimal solution, it is impractical to evaluate the optimality of the solutions obtained by a n y t e c hnique including ours. Alternatively, w e managed to evaluate the quality of solutions by calculating the lower bound on the optimal microword length. We considered using Jayasri et al.'s lower bound 19 . Unfortunately, the computation of Jayasri's lower bound requires computing maximal cliques which requires exponential computing time. This prohibits us from evaluating the quality of our solutions for large problem instances. Figure 5 gives the approximation quality with respect to the lower bound, with varying graph density for a compatibility graph with 75 nodes. The results indicate that the solutions obtained from our algorithm are within 16 of the lower bound of the optimal microword length.
Conclusion
The microword length minimization problem is important to the design of a microprogrammed controller. In this paper, we g a ve an e cient algorithm to solve the microword length minimization problem. The algorithm is capable of nding satisfactory solutions for practical microcodes and very large size microcodes e ciently. This performance is achieved because of the application of an e cient initial graph partitioning and the application of an e cient local search algorithm for cost minimization.
Appendix A: Clique Partitioning In Section 4.1, we described our graph partitioning algorithm. Here we compare the performance of our algorithm with other existing clique partitioning algorithms 5, 22, 39, 40 . In Table 4 , the average number of cliques extracted from ten algorithm executions are given. In terms of the partitioning results and computing time, in almost all cases, our algorithm achieves better performance e ciently.
Our partitioning algorithm is much faster than all of these algorithms 5, 22, 39, 40 . KernighanLin's 22 and Tseng's 40 clique partitioning algorithm require excessive amount of execution time.
For all cases of density and graph sizes, our algorithm yields fewer cliques than Tseng's algorithm 40 . As compared to Kernighan-Lin's algorithm 22 , our method yields a much better partitioning for sparse graphs and gives almost the same or less number of cliques for dense graphs. The number of cliques obtained by our algorithm are much less than those obtained using Bhasker's algorithm 5 , for graphs with high densities 70 to 90 density. The number of cliques are comparable for graphs with very low densities 10 to 20 density, where Bhasker's algorithm 5 performs well. As compared to Syslo and Deo et al.'s algorithm 39 , our partitioning procedure yields a better clique partitioning in a very short execution time for almost all the cases.
Appendix B: Complexity of Clique Extraction Process
Let n be the number of nodes, m be the number of edges in an undirected compatibility graph, r i be the number of nodes remaining in the i th iteration, and d i be the number of nodes deleted in the i th iteration.
Since the total number of edges in the compatibility graph is m, t h e a verage number of edges connected to a node is 2m n and the average number of nodes not connected to a node is n , 2m n .
Thus, during the i th iteration, the average number of deleted nodes are: n , 2m n n r i = d 0 r 0 r i :
2 Table 5 illustrates the iteration steps required for the clique extraction process.
The clique extraction process terminates when the remaining nodes in the compatibility g r a p h form a complete subgraph. Thus, when the iterations terminate, the remaining number of nodes in the compatibility graph must be more than 1, i.e., Table 5 : Iteration steps for our clique extraction process.
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